"ALL vaccines are and have been causing ischemic (impaired blood flow) damages - to all - creating a plethora of chronic illnesses, disease, and in some instances...death. The injury from vaccination is additive, each vaccination further injures.”  Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

“Roughly 30-50% of the population has undiagnosed learning disabilities.  [2] Almost 3 million children (ages 6 through 21) have some form of a learning disability and receive special education in school.[3] Since 1992, the percentage of students who spend 80% or more of their time in school in special education classes increased from 21% to 45%.[4] Specific learning disabilities have increased 22% over the past 25 years. In the past decade, the number of students ages 6-21 years identified with specific learning disabilities has increased by 38%.[5] In 2003, approximately 7.8% of U.S.children aged 4-17 years had ADHD diagnosed. Why?”

Note the 25 mcg of MERCURY and other garbage many kids are getting in their "flu shot" and other "vaccines" is IMO a good part of these problems

Description: Four-Happy-Children

Good News for Children – Vaccination Opt-Outs on the Rise

“Pediatricians are the last people we should trust with our children. They play on parents’ fears and on parental caring and love while they deliberately attack their young patients with known neurological poisons. Even though the 2004 Institute of Medicine report accepted that thimerosal, a mercury-based preservative in vaccines, can injure the nervous system, doctors continue to inject mercury into their young patients. In drinking water, mercury cannot exceed 2 parts per billion. A liquid with more than 200 parts per billion of mercury is considered hazardous waste. A mercury-containing flu shot vial has 25,000 parts per billion of mercury.”   The Terror of Pediatric Medicine.  

"A hundred years ago it was also a few powerful men who hijacked the world of medicine. These despicable souls were able to corrupt medical schools to the point of creating an army of criminals wearing white coats and calling themselves doctors. The worst of them call themselves pediatricians as they attack newborns and children with vaccines laced with poisons. They have been conditioned in medical school like Pavlov’s
dog and remain permanently blind to any of the evidence that points to their wrongness of action and being. That is why I wrote and have been giving away, as a free e-book," The Terror of Pediatric Medicine

"Vaccination mankind’s greatest sin can no longer be tolerated only abolished. We have reached a new era of understanding if we do not commit to a new means of treating infectious diseases Armageddon is at our doorstep.” Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"Derailing microscopic blood flow is the key to many diseases. Every vaccination from infancy to adulthood causes the same damages in you weather you receive a diagnostic label or not the damages are additive. Mothers being vaccinated have fetuses or breast feeding infants showing the same damages leading to autism within hours." Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"Each vaccination is causing silent strokes in EVERYBODY. Stop vaccinating these children.” Doctor Andrew Moulden MD PhD

"When you impair the brain blood flow by vaccination you can impair the respiration control center which can result in death, we call it SIDS." Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"You are completely free to carry out whatever research you want as long as you come to these conclusions.” NIH, Note only barely a joke. Doctor Moulden started out wanting to do research on vaccine safety. LOL!

"If you do not know the cause in basic physiology of what you are treating some times you may put water onto an electrical fire and make things worse. Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"It's not about being better than ones fellow beings; it’s about helping ones fellow beings become better." Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"There is hope for everyone but we have a very sick, sick, corrupt system across the whole planet that has been making us all sick. Who are we trusting?" Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"Science is a tool of truth but when tools are wielded for personal profit truth becomes lost. Science has lied to you, the people in charge have lied to you, we have taken everything on faith." Doctor Andrew Moulden
MD, PhD

"Doctor Diane Harper, lead researcher in the development of two human papilloma virus vaccines, Gardasil and Cervarix, said the controversial drugs will do little to reduce cervical cancer rates and, even though they’re being recommended for girls as young as nine, there have been no efficacy trials in children under the age of 15."  Note when asked why she was coming forward with this startling information Doctor Harper stated "I have to be able to sleep with myself"

"The vaccines did not cause autism or childhood developmental diseases but the damages were occurring after every vaccination finally Gardasil broke the camels back. You are all being harmed, it is additive, it is summative, it is cumulative."  Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"But this is a “superficial concern” according to Doctor Leonard Horowitz, who references neurobehavioral and neurocognitive disorders demonstrated in vaccine recipients who were normal before getting vaccinated. He credits the brilliant work of Doctor Andrew Moulden, MD, PhD, photographically detailing tremendous physical damage occurring following vaccinations. These previously unknown and unseen subtle changes in nerve function and physical appearance is now demonstrated in pictures by Doctor Moulden that are irrefutable in courts and the scientific world."

Doctor Andrew Moulden took degrees in three disciplines on his quest to understand autism and the ASDs. He has put the pieces together to prove vaccination is causing harm each and every time you vaccinate. Doctor Moulden discovered as we have learned with Cancer oxygen is a key to life. Ischemia means impaired blood flow. Anoxia is no oxygen. Hypoxia is low oxygen.

Doctor Moulden presents the indisputable forensic medical evidence for how ALL vaccinations are inducing harmful brain and body damages EVERY time you "vaccinate". The damages are being caused by an electrostatic as well as an immune induced hypersensitivity response that derails microscopic blood flow and fluid dynamics. We are seeing the exact same problems from infants to geriatrics. All vaccination produces micro strokes to the brain and elsewhere in your body. Most do not produce overt effects
but ALL produce ischemia. Vaccinate enough and the harm can become overt as in misaligned eyes or facial grimaces, can greatly harm as in autism or can kill as in SIDS.

The larger cells are white blood cells

The white blood cells stimulated by vaccination are about three times the diameter of a red blood cell. A red blood cell has a greater diameter than the micro artery delivering oxygen to the individual cell and must deform itself to squeeze through the micro artery. Too many white blood cells can block the micro arteries causing micro ischemia. Keep in mind the average child is getting one of these white blood cell producing "vaccinations" a month on average.

Note this reminds one of the mechanism that can lead to cancer if sustained for years. Humm what could do this? Ah yes geriatric "vaccination", yes that is the ticket.

All vaccination can cause transient strokes. You will notice this in the victim’s eyes directly after vaccination they go out of alignment and come back into alignment if the stroke is transient. If the stroke damage is not repaired the eyes will stay out of alignment. You can learn this simple diagnostic tool just by watching Doctor Moulden's video.

Vaccine caused Ischemia a CAUSE of MUCH Disease

Andrew Moulden - MASS

"Aluminum is a coagulator or flocculant. Aluminum has a plus three electrical charge. All positive cations are “coagulators”, they cause particles with mass to come together, agglomerate, sediment, “sludge”Â. Aluminum has 84 times the capacity to cause agglomeration (sludging) as does Sodium (Na+), and element with a singular positive charge."  Andrew Moulden MD, PhD, Note do you really want this sludge producer in your child's blood?

"The aluminum cannot readily be removed from the tissue since the large positive charge (from Aluminum) derails the negative electrostatic carrying capacity of the blood where the aluminum has accumulated. The blood vessels, muscle, and fascia in the tissue area will be damaged from
the on-going ischemia and the inability to remove aluminum from the area (an electrical charge problem). The macrophages and white blood cells will be called to this area to “clean up.” It is the act of the immune system chronically coming to this tissue area that perpetuate the problem and creates greater disease and the possibility for induction of an autoimmune response, or immunological tolerance through anergy or deletion.” Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"The human blood is a colloidal suspension. Proteins. Amino acids, heavy metals etc. are carried in suspension within the blood as a function of the net negative charge within the system. Drop the net negative charge, flow pressures in tiny end blood vessel “pipes” will start to sludge, agglomerate, and increase viscosity of blood in circumscribed microscopic vascular areas. Medical science has no live imaging tool powerful enough to see this process as it is happening." Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"Whenever you impair “flow” in any riverbed system, the first areas to “dry up” downstream are the weakest trickling streams furthest from the flow source. These areas are called ”end vascular networks.” If an area of tissue is served by a singular blood vessel branch, these areas are called “watershed vascular territories.” These tissue areas are most susceptible to damages when blood flow is partly or completely impaired upstream. For example, the finger-tips, toe-tips, nose-tips, and ear-tips are most susceptible to frost bite as they are end vascular, watershed areas in the human body." Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

A whole raft of diseases may be caused by micro ischemia; polio, autism, small pox, all the so called childhood developmental diseases, many diseases associated with diabetes, any disease with palsy in the name, any disease with seizure in the name, any disease in the dementia cluster, many mental disorders. There is often a common problem in all these diseases and we are injecting it in everyone.

Doctor Moulden has 32 metrics by which to diagnose micro ischemia, many of which are fully visual, often pertaining to the eye alignment. With a little training you can make many of the same diagnoses yourself. What a gift this wonderful man has given us; a tool by which to destroy the mountain of lies that is “vaccination”. Please use it.
Shaken baby syndrome appears to often be a political crime created to cover for the damage often done by vaccination.

**Vaccine caused Ischemic Strokes**

"M.A.S.S. is an acronym for many chronic illnesses and diseases that impair blood flow “Moulden Anoxia Spectrum Syndromes.” One-size-fits-all global vaccination schemes have created M.A.S.S. disorders on MASS scales. MASS disorders, from infectious diseases to vaccinations, have a common sequence of injuries which includes impaired blood flow, oxygenation, blood carrying capacity, and non-specific immune hyper-stimulation.” Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

"Silent MASS ischemic strokes is how the body caused paralysis and respiratory failure from wild polio virus exposure. This is how death occurred from Smallpox. This is how swine flu vaccine caused paralysis and Guillain-Barre syndrome. This is how thalidomide caused infants to be born with no arms and legs. This is how a series of anthrax vaccines causes military veterans to give birth to children with no arms and legs 18 months after receiving the vaccine series. This is how Vioxx caused heart attack and stroke. This is how pre-natal German measles caused autism-spectrum and organ damages. This is how a systemic drop in maternal blood pressure, during gestation, causes Mobius syndrome (and autism-spectrum). This is how repeat vaccination is causing dementia." Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

Every time you "vaccinate" you cause mini-ischemic-whole-body-"strokes". Not good folks, not good.

**Vaccines are NEVER Needed**

“It is no longer a simple matter of “are vaccines safe?” The repercussions with my “MASS” discoveries is that the entire medical model collapses, the germs are NOT the cause of disease, in and of themselves, this was never the truth, it was just theory.” Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

“All vaccines are causing immediate and delayed, acute and chronic, waxing and waning, impairments to blood flow, throughout the brain and body. This IS causing us all to become chronically ill, sick, and causing
brain damages along a continuum of clinically silent to death. This is causing ischemic “strokes”. In some respects, this is also “aging.” Since the damages are microscopic, we cannot see them as they occur. However, we can now see the neurological aftermath of these damages – within hours and days of vaccination – all vaccinations.”  

Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

It is all a deadly scam folks. Please don't inflict it on your babies.

**The TRUTH MUST NOT be Known**
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In the year 2000 when Doctor Moulden presented his evidence to the head of his medical association he was told to throw it away as it could upset the very profitable applecart.

Do you want me to turn my back on society? "Doctor Moulden you either have to play ball or you lose the ball or they take you out and you will never become a licensed physician in Canada."

"The system is lost and we need to find it."  

Doctor Andrew Moulden MD, PhD

Here is Doctor Mouldens Free Video. You MUST watch it. I have viewed it several times. Each time I come away astounded.

Health Canada Corruption - Dr. Andrew Moulden - MD, PhD